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A simple paleoclimate model was developed as a modeling exercise. The model is a lumped

parameter system consisting of an ocean (water), land (dirt), glacier, and sea ice (ice) and driven by

the sun (fire). In comparison with other such models, its uniqueness lies in its relative simplicity yet

yielding good results. For nominal values of parameters, the system is very sensitive to small changes

in the parameters, yielding equilibrium, steady oscillations, and catastrophes such as freezing or

boiling oceans. However, stable solutions can be found, especially naturally oscillating solutions. For

nominally realistic conditions, natural periods of order 100kyrs are obtained, and chaos ensues if the

Milankovitch orbital forcing is applied. An analysis of a truncated system shows that the naturally

oscillating solution is a limit cycle with the characteristics of a relaxation oscillation in the two major

dependent variables, the ocean temperature and the glacier ice extent. The key to getting oscillations

is having the effective emissivity decreasing with temperature and, at the same time, the effective

ocean albedo decreases with increasing glacier extent. Results of the original model compare

favorably to the proxy data for ice mass variation, but not for temperature variation. However,

modifications to the effective emissivity and albedo can be made to yield much more realistic results.

The primary conclusion is that the opinion of Saltzman [Clim. Dyn. 5, 67–78 (1990)] is plausible that

the external Milankovitch orbital forcing is not sufficient to explain the dominant 100kyr period in

the data. Published by AIP Publishing. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4991383]

Over the last million years or so, data show that the pri-

mary ice age period is about 100kyrs. One of the

Milankovitch orbital forcing periods is around this

period, but why this relatively weak forcing should domi-

nate is not apparent. In this paper, a quite simple model

that yields such a dominant period is developed and ana-

lyzed. This would indicate the plausibility of the existence

of an underlying natural period in the nonlinear dynam-

ics that produces the observed period. The uniqueness of

the model lies in its relative simplicity.

I. INTRODUCTION

A challenge in mathematical modeling is to try to reduce

a very complicated problem to its essence to obtain relatively

simple yet useful results. Such a problem is the evolution of

the ice mass and temperature of the earth in the last 5� 106

years. Well known proxy data of the ice mass variation

(Hays et al., 1976) and deep ocean temperature variation

(Hansen and Sato, 2011) show fairly obvious, nearly peri-

odic, “spikey” behavior. Modeling this behavior in any pre-

cise way is very difficult, but the oscillations suggest that

there might be fairly simple mathematical models to give

useful approximate results. So we start the process with the

basic elements involved: fire (the sun), ice (the glaciers and

sea ice), water (the ocean and vapor), and dirt (the land). We

then bring all these elements together in a lumped parameter

system using basic conservation principles of mass, volume,

and heat and apply the basic heat transfer mechanisms of

radiation, convection, and conduction. We add to this the

Milankovitch astronomical forcing to complete the model.

We have a number of unknown parameters that are evaluated

so as to obtain the behavior of the proxy data. The model is a

relatively simple nonlinear system that yields interesting

results.

The genesis of this work was a proposal by Denny

Kirwan for a thesis problem to a graduate student in applied

mathematics. The proposal was to add a few more simple

concepts to combine the simplicity of a toy climate model

such as that of Posmentier (1990), which was analyzed by

Toner and Kirwan (1994), with the concept of “Daisyworld,”

first proposed by Watson and Lovelock (1983) and further

developed by Saunders (1994). The “Daisyworld” concept

speculated on the biological effects on climate due to

changes in the albedo caused by differing biota which in turn

can feedback to affect the biota. I became interested in it as

an example for a mathematical modeling class. How good of

a model could be devised using a basic understanding of

physics without any real expert knowledge of climatology?

Thus, starting with some of the basic concepts (some put

forth originally by Kirwan), using other basic concepts of the

physics of heat and a couple of rather ad hoc relationships,

the model of this paper was developed.

Subsequent to the proposal of “Daisyworld,” many other

investigators went on to develop the concept which is

reviewed by Wood et al. (2008). However, the low dimen-

sional climate model that is developed, without any

“Daisyworld” modifications, is of sufficient interest that at

this time we will study only it in this paper. This present

model is in the stream of relaxation oscillation models,

beginning with Welander (1982) for the ocean, through the

seminal low dimensional climate modeling of Saltzman

(Saltzman et al., 1981 and 1984) to the climate modeling of

Crucifix and Rougier (2009). Crucifix (2012) summarizes
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this development through 2011 and makes the case for the

continued usefulness of low dimensional models even

though much more complex ones can be developed with the

increase in computer power.

The proxy data show an approximately periodic growth

and decay of the evolution of the ice mass. Going back

approximately two million years, the period has gone from

around 40kyrs, changing rather abruptly to 100kyrs from

about 800kyrs ago to the present. It would seem that the fact

that there is Milankovitch planetary forcing at these periods

would be an obvious explanation for these periods.

However, the amplitude of the 100kyrs forcing is weak and

it is not obvious why there exist such large oscillations in the

ice mass. The Milankovitch forcing is important but also so

is the dynamics of the underlying system. It is still not pre-

cisely known how the combination of forcing and dynamics

produces what has been observed. Since the physics are

extremely complicated with time scales so long, many pro-

posed models tend to emphasize either the forcing or the

dynamics. For example, the paper by Tziperman et al.
(2006) emphasizes the forcing in considering the interaction

of the forcing periods with a nonlinear system to produce

phase locking. On the other hand, the work of Saltzman

(2002) emphasizes the dynamics and produces realistic peri-

ods without the forcing.

The thrust of recent investigations is to be able to predict

“tipping points” when one oscillation regime transitions to

another, such as the 41kyr to 100kyrs change. This is rele-

vant today with the possibility of man-made global warming

pushing the climate into a new nonbeneficial regime. The

usual suspect in such a change is a bifurcation produced by

the change of some parameter in the dynamical system. For

example, it is a slow, tectonic scale, change in CO2 concen-

tration for Saltzman (2002) and Paillard and Parrenin (2004).

For more complex models, it is not clear that there is one

such parameter. Recently, Bathiany et al. (2016) have pro-

posed going beyond bifurcation to consider more complex

models to see if reliable triggers can be found for tipping

points.

The primary purpose here is not to resolve the deeper

questions or find tipping points, but to develop a simple

modeling idea and see what happens. The model is a low

dimensional relaxation model that emphasizes the dynamics

rather than the forcing. The uniqueness of our model is that

it is simple, and has fairly well understood physical bases. I

believe it is interesting because it yields surprisingly realistic

results and the modeling process in itself is interesting.

The data of most interest are that of the past 800kyrs

which show for the variation of ice mass the characteristic

“spikey” character with a slow growth and a swift melt,

while deep ocean temperature slowly decreases and then

swiftly increases. This slow and fast change is a characteris-

tic of a relaxation oscillation. There is also a clear dominant

period of around 100kyrs. Spectra of data also show this

dominant period and lesser peaks around 20kyrs and 40kyrs.

Of course, all of these dominant periods correspond to the

Milankovitch orbital forcing periods and are expected.

However, it was the opinion of Saltzman (1990) that orbital

forcing is not sufficient for the dominant 100kyr period even

though one of the forcing periods is 100kyrs. He believed

that nonlinear dynamics plays a large role and results of this

paper tend to confirm this.

In Sec. II, we develop the model. In Sec. III, we summa-

rize the equations of the system, the forcing of the system,

and values of the parameters. In Sec. IV, we calculate and

discuss results. In Sec. V, we develop and discuss a truncated

system to better analyze the basic system and to see how we

can modify the model to get better results. In Sec. VI, we

summarize and state the conclusions.

II. THE MODEL

We assume a lumped parameter system: two lumps of

ice (glacier and sea ice), one lump of dirt (dry land), and one

lump of water (ocean) as shown schematically in Fig. 1. The

dry land and the ocean are confined to their own sectors of

the earth with glacier ice on the poleward part of the land

sector and sea ice on the poleward part of the ocean sector.

We assume that the earth is hemispherically symmetric

(which is clearly not realistic). We do not consider either the

mass or heat content of the atmosphere but consider it only

as a medium to transfer heat. The sum of the areas of the

ocean ðsoÞ, the land ðslÞ, the glacier ðsgÞ, and the sea ice ðssÞ
of course equals the total area of the earth (s). We assume

that the mass of water is conserved, and, if we neglect the

mass of water vapor and assume that the densities of liquid

and ice are approximately the same, then we can assume that

the total volume of liquid and solid water ðVwÞ is conserved

so that we have:

dgsg þ dsss þ doðso þ ssÞ ¼ Vw; (1)

where the d’s are average thickness or depth. The approximate

values of the these quantities on the earth today can be found

in Trenberth (1992) and Peixoto and Oort (1992): dg � 2280 m,

ds � 2 m, do � 3800 m, sg � 0:029 s; ss � 0:048 s, so � 0:71s,

and Vw � 0:71do s, where s � 4pð6300Þ2 km2:
We first apply the conservation of mass to the glacier

_mg ¼ _mgp � _mgm; (2)

where _mg is the rate of accumulation of mass of the glacier,

_mgp is the precipitation rate onto the glacier, and _mgm is the

“melting” rate of the glacier, which includes all manner of

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the area sectors of ocean (so), land (sl), glacier

(sg), and sea ice (ss).
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ablation. The precipitation is assumed to vary jointly with

the respective areas, _mgp ¼ BFwðToÞsgso, where B is a con-

stant to be determined by data for present conditions and

FwðToÞ represents the variation of the amount of water vapor

in the air as a function of the ocean temperature, To. We

assume that this function is given approximately by FwðToÞ
¼ 5þ 0:367ðTo � Tf Þe0:0285ðTo�Tf Þ, Tf � To � 100; where Tf

is the temperature of fusion (’ �3 �CÞ. The coefficients are

found from the relationship for vapor pressure as a function

of temperature.

The melting is assumed to behave analogously to a

melting lump of ice where any heat applied will raise the

temperature until it reaches an effective “melting” tempera-

ture, Tm, and thereafter any additional added heat will melt

the ice. Thus, _mgm ¼ Hg=Lg if Tg¼ Tm and the net heat flow

to the glacier, Hg, is positive where Lg is the latent heat of

fusion. However, if Hg is negative, the glacier does not gain

ice from this term. So _mgm ¼ 0 if Tg< Tm or Hg< 0. The

mass accumulation rate for the sea ice, _ms, is very similar

except we can accommodate the net heat flow being nega-

tive to produce freezing and an increase of sea ice if To goes

to the freezing temperature. (We might consider the latent

heat of fusion for the glacier Lg and that for the sea ice, Ls;
to be effectively different, but we did not and let them both

be the regular value of 334 J g�1.) An estimate of the pre-

sent value of _mgp is 2740� 1012 kg/yr from Trenberth

(1992). This is the approximate rate for melting also since

_mg is about zero at present. We assume that this rate con-

verted to the rate per unit area is the same for the sea ice.

We also assume that the effective “melting” temperature,

Tm, will not be the freezing temperature, Tf ¼ 271 K, but

something less than this.

The heat transfer term, Hg, in _mgm is given by

Hg ¼ sg Sgð1� AgÞ � �erT4
g þ hsoðTo � TgÞ

h
þhssðTs � TgÞ þ hslðTl � TgÞ

�
; (3)

where the heat transfer from one area to another is assumed

to vary with the temperature difference and vary jointly with

the areas. The first term is net input of heat (radiation from

the sun minus that reflected, represented by the albedo, Ag).

The second is the heat radiated away from the glacier where

r � 5:67� 10�8 Wm�2 K�4 is the Stefan-Boltzmann con-

stant. An effective emissivity, �e; is assumed to account for

the atmosphere. It would be 1 for a vacuum, but less than

one with an atmosphere containing water vapor. The last

three terms represent the heat transfer via the atmosphere

from the ocean, the sea ice, and the land to the glacier,

respectively, where h is an effective heat transfer coefficient

within the atmosphere. The forms for the heat transfer terms

for the sea ice, Hs, the ocean, Ho; and the land, Hl; will be

similar to that of (3), changing to the appropriate subscripts.

We will discuss albedos, emissivity, and heat transfer coeffi-

cients further below.

The conservation of heat applied to the glacier yields

mgc _Tg ¼ Rg ¼ Hg þ _mgpcðTo � TgÞ; if Rg < 0 or Tg < Tm;

Tg ¼ Tm; otherwise; (4)

where _Tg is the rate of change of the glacier temperature, Tg;
and c is the heat capacity, which is assumed the same for

ocean and ice (1 in cgs units). Again the model of the glacier

is that of a block of ice, which changes temperature only if

its temperature, Tg, is less than the effective melting temper-

ature, Tm, or, if Tg is equal to Tm, decreases if Rg< 0. The

second term on the right which is the sensible heat from the

moisture originally from the ocean to the glacier should be

negligible in most cases to Hg. We assume that the mass of

the glacier is given by mg ¼ qgdgsg, where qg is the density

of the ice (which we assume is the same as for the sea ice

and the water, ¼ 1 cgs units). Thus, we initially assume that

as the glacier grows, it spreads out in area but does not

thicken, a very gross assumption which we will modify later.

The equivalent equation for the sea ice is simply that the

sea ice temperature, Ts, is constant and equal to its melting

temperature which is assumed to be Tf. Thus, we are assum-

ing that the change in temperature of the sea ice is unimpor-

tant with the heat transfer to the sea ice, Hs, either melting it

when positive or freezing it to expand it when negative. As

with the glacier, we assume that the sea ice only changes in

area and not in thickness, a much better assumption for sea

ice than glacier.

The conservation of heat for the ocean yields

moc _To¼Hoþ
so

soþsl

� �
Lv _mgpþ _mspð Þ�Lev _mgpþ _mspð Þ

� _mgmcp To�Tgð Þ� _msmcp To�Tsð Þ; (5)

where the first term on the right is a heat transfer term for the

ocean, analogous to that for the glacier [Eq. (3)], the second

term is the fraction going into the ocean of the latent heat

released into the atmosphere as precipitation falls on the ice,

the third term is latent heat lost by the ocean in evaporation,

and the fourth and fifth terms represent heat lost in heating up

water melted from the ice. These last terms should be much

less than the latent heat terms and can probably be neglected.

In the above, Lv¼ 2835 J g�1 is the latent heat of evaporation

plus the latent heat of fusion; Lev¼ 2501 J g�1 is the latent

heat of evaporation. Since the mass of the ocean, mo, also

includes the part under the sea ice, mo ¼ qodoðso þ ssÞ.
The equivalent equation for the conservation of heat for

the land is similar to that above for the ocean but without the

three last terms. The mass of the land is given by ml ¼ qldlsl

which is certainly smaller than the mass of the whole earth.

The density, ql, and the thickness, dl, along with the heat

capacity of the land, cl, are quite nebulous and are assumed

to be some “effective” values.

Let us now use the fractional area: an ¼ sn=s, where the

subscript n is g, s, o, or l. The fractional area of the ocean

can then be found in terms of that of the glacier and sea ice

using the conservation of water (1)

ao ¼ Vw=ðdosÞ � dgag=do � as: (6)

The fractional area of the land is simply

al ¼ 1� ao � ag � as: (7)
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Maximum values for ag and as will be useful. Since

ao þ as � 0, from (6), ag � Vw=ðdgsÞ ¼ agm1. But if dg � do;

since al � 0, then ag � ð1� Vw

sdo
Þ=ð1� dg

do
Þ ¼ agm2. So the

maximum of ag is given by agmax ¼ Minðagm1; agm2Þ and,

since ao � 0; the maximum of as is given by asmax

¼ Vw=ðdosÞ � dgag=do, from (6).

The radiation per unit area of earth surface from the sun

depends on the latitude. Since we have symmetry, we con-

sider a hemisphere. The average radiation per unit area on

the surface of a spherical cap with area, ss, for the polar

angle, /, (p=2� latitude) from 0 to /o is given by Ss ¼ Ac

sc
Sc

where Ac is the projected area of ssc on the cross-sectional

disk of the sphere, and Sc is the total radiation per unit area

from the sun (�1360 W m�2) called the solar constant. (We

assume that this is true even if ss is not the whole cap but

only a fractional sector.) These areas can be calculated in

terms of the polar angle, /o, of the polar cap

Ac ¼ 2

ð/o

0

ðR

R
cos /o
cos /

rdrd/ ¼ R2 /o � sin /o cos /o½ �

and

ss ¼ 2p
ð/o

0o

R2 sin /d/ ¼ 2pR2ð1� cos /oÞ; (8)

where R � 6300 km is the radius of the earth. It is important

to note that as ¼ 1� cos /o. We can then show that the aver-

age radiation per unit area onto the sea ice is given by

Ss ¼ Scð/o � sin /o cos /oÞ=2pas: (9)

We will replace as with �as ¼ as

asmax
[and /o ¼ cos�1

ð1� �asÞ] since the sea ice will not occupy a whole spherical

cap but be confined to the surface of a sector of a sphere.

Replacing the subscript s with g, we have the analogous

expression for Sg for the glacier in terms of �ag ¼ ag

agmax
:

In a similar manner, the same can be done to approxi-

mate the average solar radiation per unit area on the ocean,

So, and on the land, Sl

So ¼

p
2

R2 � Ac

� �
so

¼ Sc p=2� /o þ sin /o cos /oð Þ=2pao:

(10)

Replacing the subscript o with l, we have the analogous

expression for the land.

Let us now look at some modifications:

Modification (1): The axis of the earth, of course, is not

perpendicular to the ecliptic plane, but having an inclination,

bm, of about 23�. So every spot on earth gets some sun. Also,

we would like to put the “wobbles” of the Milankovitch peri-

ods into the model in a fairly realistic manner. From the

point of view from the sun, the apparent inclination angle (b)

varies from 0 to bm(0.4 rad) as the earth revolves about the

sun. Doing the same sort of calculation (though somewhat

more complicated) for Ac as was done above (the case for

b¼ 0), we get for any b

Ac ¼ sin2/o sin bþ 2

p
D; /o > b

sin2/o sin b; /o < b

8<
:

9=
;; (11)

where D¼ cos�1 cos/o

cosb

� �
� sinbsin/o cos�1 tanb

tan/o

� �
þ cos/oð

tan2b� cos/o

cos2bÞ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
cos2b� cos2/o

p
:

The above function for Ac should be averaged over one

revolution around the sun over the angle h, on the ecliptic

plane, using the fact that bðhÞ ¼ tan bm sin h: But this would

seem to be overly complicated, so we will just replace b
with ba; the average value of b over one revolution, i.e.,

ba ¼ 2
p

Ð p
2

0
bðhÞdh ’ 0:26 rad. So the modified value for Ac is

(11) with ba replacing b. Actually, introducing b turns out

not to be crucial to the behavior of the model. Setting b¼ 0

seemed to have a little qualitative effect.

Modification (2): There are some realistic modifications

to the heat transfer that can be made. The heat transfer

between the ocean and the sea ice is much more intimate

than just that via the atmosphere as represented by the forms

for Ho and Hs given previously [analogous to Hg given by

(3)]. So we will add to Hs (and subtract from Ho) a heat

transfer term of the form hsoasaoðTo/ � TsÞ; where hso is this

special heat transfer coefficient between the ocean and the

sea ice and To/ is the approximate temperature of the ocean

at the latitude, /, where the sea ice begins.

The variation of To/ with latitude is approximated by

the present variation of sea surface temperature from the

equator to the pole. In terms of as rather than latitude, this

variation is approximated as

To/ � Tf

Toq � Tf
¼ 1� 1� �asð Þ2; (12)

where Toq is the approximate temperature at the equator for

the ocean (and is a variable). We are using the average ocean

temperature, To, as one of our main dependent variables so

we need To/ in terms of To: We first note that for the average

over �ao ¼ 1� �as,

To ¼
1

1� �as

ð1

�as

To/d�a0s ¼ Toq �
1

3
Toq � Tfð Þ 1� �asð Þ3

can be found in terms of Toq. Then we eliminate Toq in (12)

to find

To/ ¼ To �
1

3
Tf 1� �asð Þ3

� 	
1� 1� �asð Þ3
h i
1� 1

3
1� �asð Þ3

� 	þ Tf 1� �asð Þ2:

(13)

For the sake of symmetry, we can do the same thing for a

special heat transfer connection between the land and the

glacier where we add to Hg (and subtract from Hl) a heat

transfer term of the form hglagalðTl/ � TgÞ. The form of (13)

will apply to Tl/ with the appropriate change in subscripts

(i.e., l for o and g for s). However, we expect the heat trans-

fer coefficient, hgl, between the land and the glacier to be

much less than that between the ocean and the sea ice, hso,
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because the land is not convecting heat beneath the glacier

as the ocean is beneath the sea ice.

Modification (3): Instead of assuming that the glacier is

a constant height, we will assume that the height varies

directly with the square root of the surface area. So the water

mass onto the glacier increases both its height and area. In

terms of the volume rate dV
dt


 �
, we then have _ag / 1ffiffiffiffi

ag
p dV

dt :
Since we do not have an atmosphere, we will model the

greenhouse effect and the reflective effect of the atmosphere

by modifying the emissivity and the albedos. The emissivity

of a black body is one, and for most materials, it is close to

one. We will modify the emissivity to form an “effective”

emissivity, �e; which will be less than one, that will account

for the radiation being trapped in the atmosphere as a function

of the amount of greenhouse gasses (mostly water vapor) in

the atmosphere. We will also assume that the nominal real

values for the albedos are modified by the atmosphere.

It will turn out that the two most important dependent var-

iables will be To and ag: (We will verify this later.) So we will

assume that the emissivity and the ocean albedo are functions

of To and ag: An increase in To increases the amount of water

vapor in the atmosphere, which should decrease �e (greenhouse

effect). At the same time, there should be an increase in clouds,

which may or may not increase the albedo. It is more unclear

how a change in ag would independently influence these

parameters, but we will consider the possibility.

Since we have no idea what these functions are, we will

simply assume that they are linear variations about fixed

equilibrium values, i.e.,

�e ¼ �ei þ �TðTo � ToiÞ þ �aðag � agiÞ; (14)

where �ei is the equilibrium value of �e; and Toi, agi the equi-

librium values of To and ag. The variations, �T and �a, are

constants. We assume that this emissivity is the same for

ocean, land, and glacier. The albedo is a measure of the

reflectivity of a surface. We are assuming that the atmo-

sphere above the surface is included with the surface as part

of the effective albedo of that surface which should increase

it somewhat. As with the emissivity, we will assume that the

albedo of the ocean, Ao (and the albedo of the land, AlÞ,
varies linearly with To and ag, but we do not know precisely

how, so we assume a variation like that for the emissivity

Ao ¼ Aoi þ ATðTo � ToiÞ þ Aaðag � agiÞ; (15)

where Aoi is the value of Ao at equilibrium and AT and Aa are

constants. Later we will modify (14) and (15) to produce

more realistic results.

For the albedo of the land, Al, is assumed to be a factor

(greater than one) of Ao. For the albedos of the ice, we

neglect any changes due to the atmosphere, but we assume

that as the ice moves down closer to the equator that pud-

dling begins to occur which would decrease the albedo. So

we assume that the albedo of the glacier, Ag; and the sea ice,

As, decreases linearly with ag and as, respectively

Ag ¼ Agi � aðag � agiÞ; (16)

As ¼ Asi � aðas � asiÞ; (17)

where a is a constant.

III. THE SYSTEM OF EQUATIONS

We have five dependent variables in the model. They

are ag and as, which are dimensionless and To; Tl; and Tg in

units of K. The independent variable is of course time, t, in

years. The system of differential equations is

dag

dt
¼ C1

dg
BFwagao �

Hg

Lg
U Hgð ÞU Tg � Tmð Þ

� 	 ffiffiffiffiffiffi
agi

ag

r
; (18a)

das

dt
¼ C1

ds
BFwasao �

Hs

Ls

� 	
U To � Tfð Þ

� C1

dsLs
Ho þ aoBFw ao þ asð Þ½ �U Tf � Toð Þ; (18b)

dTo

dt
¼ C2

do ao þ asð Þ
Ho � C3

Hg

Lg
To � Tgð Þ þ

Hs

Ls
To � Tsð Þ

� 	�

þaoBFw as þ agð Þ
aoLv

ao þ al
� Le

� �
	 U To � Tfð ÞU 373� Toð Þ; (18c)

dTl

dt
¼ C2

�dl

Hl

al
þ ao

ao þ al
BFw ao þ asð Þ

� 	
; (18d)

dTg

dt
¼ C2

dg

Hg

ag
þ C3BFwao To � Tgð Þ

� 	
U Tm � Tgð Þ; (18e)

where the heat transfer terms are given by

Hg ¼ agfSgð1� AgÞ � �erT4
g þ h asðTs � TgÞ

�
þaoðTo � TgÞ þ alðTl � TgÞ

�
þ hglalðT/l � TgÞg;

(19a)

Hs ¼ asfSsð1� AsÞ � �erT4
s þ h agðTg � TsÞ

�
þaoðTo � TsÞ þ alðTl � TsÞ� þ hsoaoðT/o � TsÞg;

(19b)

Ho ¼ aofSoð1� AoÞ � �erT4
o þ h asðTs � ToÞ½

þagðTg � ToÞ þ alðTl � ToÞ
�
� hsoasðT/o � TsÞg;

(19c)

Hl ¼ alfSlð1� AlÞ � �erT4
l þ h asðTs � TlÞ½

þaoðTo � TlÞ þ agðTg � TlÞ
�
� hglagðT/l � TgÞg;

(19d)

and the quantities in the above equations were defined in

Sec. II. The symbol �dl in (18d) is the product of the specific

heat, the specific density, and the effective depth for the

land. The constants C1, C2, and C3 are conversion factors:

C1 ¼ seconds per year/density of water in grams per cubic

meter ¼ 31:5 s m3

yr g
; C3 ¼ heat capacity of water ¼ 4:2 J

g K
, and

C2 ¼ C1/C3 ¼ 7.51 m3 s K/J yr.

The step function Uð Þ is defined to be 1 for the argu-

ment � 0 and 0 for the argument <0. It is used to model the

glacier as a block of ice. In (18e), the temperature of the gla-

cier is not allowed to exceed Tm, and in (18a), the heat flow

to the glacier ðHgÞ can only melt ice and not produce it. It is

also used so that the ocean temperature cannot exceed boil-

ing or decrease below freezing in (18c).
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The system is forced by the orbital perturbations: the

precession with period, Pp � 22kyrs, the obliquity with

period, Po � 41kyrs, and the eccentricity with period, Pe �
100kyrs We assume that the precession and obliquity will

perturb the inclination angle, ba. For simplicity, we assume

that all the forcings perturb ba; and thus, we assume ba ¼
bao þ bp sin 2p

Pp
tÞ þ bo sin 2p

Po
tÞ þ be sin 2p

Pe
tÞ:

���
The approxi-

mate periods of the forcing are well known, but the ampli-

tude of the forcing is not. From Berger and Loutre (1991)

and Broecker (1993), the amplitude of the obliquity, bo, is

about 1:25p
180

with that of the precession, bp; about the same and

that of the eccentricity, be; being a third less.

We have many parameters. Some are “hard” in that we

know them exactly or at least fairly well. Some are “semi-

hard” (or “semi-soft”) in that they are estimates based on

present conditions. For the “soft” parameters, we make an

educated guess. In Table I, values of the hard, semi-hard,

and soft parameters are tabulated.

In a manner similar to Welander (1982), the coefficients

h, hso, hgl; and �e for present conditions are found assuming

steady state conditions for the system of Eq. (18). We

assume that in (18e), Tg is in equilibrium at Tm. There are

then four equations and four unknowns for the equilibrium

calculation.

Our model is low dimensional and will produce relaxa-

tion oscillations. There are other such models to which we

can roughly compare. Saltzman et al. (1981) is a two depen-

dent variable (sine of latitude of ice mass and ocean tempera-

ture) model postulated from somewhat crude but plausible

heuristic estimates of feedback terms yielding oscillations.

We will see that our model can be reduced to one with simi-

lar dependent variables. The textbook of Saltzman (2002)

has a much more developed model. This three variable (ice

volume, deep ocean temperature, and carbon cycle) appears

to be the best of the relaxation models. It is best in the sense

that the physical basis is strongly supported, and the results

are reasonable. A concise description of the model is given

in Chap. 15 where much of the prior fourteen chapters are

devoted to physically justifying the model. One similarity is

that the ice mass is essentially that of the northern

hemisphere.

Another model is that of Paillard and Parrenin (2004),

which is applied to Antarctica. It also has three variables, ice

mass, area of glacier, and CO2 concentration, but distinc-

tively does not have temperature as a dependent variable. A

similarity with our model is the use of the step function to

represent a rapid change. However, whereas ours is a change

in heat flow, theirs is a change in the carbon cycle. Finally,

there is the “minimal model for ice ages” of Crucifix (2011)

where the well known van der Pol oscillator is adapted to the

ice mass oscillation data. A virtue of such a simple model is

that it can easily be used to investigate various kinds of syn-

chronization to the forcing (de Saedeleer et al., 2013) and

used to investigate chaos (Matsui and Aihara, 2014). We

will see that our model can be reduced to something similar

and could be further analyzed in a like manner.

The bases of our model are different than the above

models. In comparison to the models of Saltzman et al.
(1981) and Crucifix (2011), the terms of the system of equa-

tions of our model are not basically heuristic to obtain a real-

istic result, but have an understandable physical basis. On

the other hand, the physical basis of the system of Saltzman

(2002) is more physically justified. We do not expect our

model to challenge a more sophisticated model such as

Saltzman (2002) in its physical conformity to nature.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

For values exactly as those given in Table I except

with no external orbital forcing, the equilibrium state yields

values for unknown parameters: �eo ¼ 0:67, h¼ 5.94, hso ¼
31:22; and hgl¼ 13.84. (The temperature of the glacier, Tg;
equals Tm; and remains constant in time and, hence, Eq.

(18e) is not necessary and there is one less equation in the

system.) In examining the system, we will hold fixed all the

parameters so far specified and only vary the coefficients of

the effective emissivity, �e, from (14) and of the ocean

albedo, Ao (and correspondingly that of the land, Al), from

(15). If the system is weakly perturbed, by changing �T to

�0.01 (with �a, AT, Aa remaining 0), the system remains in

stable equilibrium and remains stably oscillating with a small

amplitude if the external orbital forcing is applied. These

results are not very interesting, though they are somewhat

reassuring.

If we perturb more strongly with �T ¼ �0:1; �a ¼ 0:0,

AT ¼ 0:1, Aa ¼ 0:1, and no forcing, we lose all the ice and

get a less comforting warmer ocean temperature, To. If �T is

decreased more, the ocean eventually boils. In fact, the

parameters can be manipulated to get the two extremes: boil-

ing ocean or snowball earth.

Things get much more interesting when we let the

albedo of the ocean ðAoÞ decrease with an increase of the

glacier area (i.e., Aa < 0). For �T ¼ �0:0094; �a ¼ 0:0; AT

¼ 0:0; Aa ¼ �0:67, and with no external periodic forcing,

we get oscillations. Figure 2 shows the results for this case.

We get natural oscillations as shown in Fig. 2(a), which

TABLE I. Nominal values of hard, semi-hard and soft parameters. [The

extra subscript i denotes a value based on present conditions from Peixoto

and Oort (1992) or Trenberth (1992)].

Hard parameters

r ¼ 5:7� 10�8W m�2 K�4 Pp ¼ 22kyrs

Po ¼ 41kyrs

Ls ¼ Lg ¼ 334 J g�1 Pe ¼ 100kyrs

Lev ¼ 2501 J g�1 Sc ¼ 1360 W m�2

Lv ¼ 2835 J g�1 Tf ¼ 271 K

Semi-hard parameters

dg ¼ 2280 m Vw ¼ 0:71dos

ds ¼ 2 m Toqi ¼ 300 K

(so Toi ¼ 292:2 K)

B ¼ ð _mgi=sÞ=aoiagiFwðToiÞ

do ¼ 3800 m Tlqi ¼ 298 K

(so Tli ¼ 290:1KÞ
_mgi=s ¼ 1:7� 10�4g m�2s�1

agi ¼ 0:03 Agi ¼ Asi ¼ 0:9 bp ¼ 1:25p=180

asi ¼ 0:048 Aoi ¼ 0:15 bo ¼ bp

aoi ¼ 0:71 Ali ¼ 0:23 be ¼ 2
3

bp

Soft parameter estimates
�d l ¼ 100 m Tm ¼ Tgi ¼ 260 K a ¼ 2.3
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shows the evolution of normalized values of the glacier

extent
ag

agi

� �
(solid and dots) and the ocean temperature

To�273
Toi�273

� �
(dashed). It shows the saw toothed oscillations,

which are characteristic of the data with a slow buildup of

ice followed by swift melting. However, the data show the

temperature slowly decreasing and then swiftly increasing,

and here the model does the opposite. The oscillations can

be tuned by varying the parameters but not changed much if

oscillations are to result. For example, we get oscillations

only for �T ¼ �0:009460:004 with the period varying from

about 30 to 130kyrs as �T increases. The value 0.0094 was

chosen to give an approximately 100kyr period as shown in

the actual data. But it was found that, if any oscillations

result, they will have a period of order 100kyrs. With all the

other parameters fixed, an increase in the magnitude of Aa

decreases the period.

For the same parameters, Fig. 2(b) shows a limit cycle

on a phase diagram of To vs. ag. The trajectory on the limit

cycle is counterclockwise as shown by the arrows. Each dot

on the trajectory represents 100 years in elapsed time. So the

“fast” part is where the dots are spread out and the “slow”

the solid line. The trajectory from the point of minimum ice

mass (ag ’ 0:01; To ’ 21 �C) counterclockwise to the point

of maximum ice mass (ag ’ 0:055; To ’ 17:8 �C) is charac-

terized by heat transferred to the ice [Hg from (18a)] being

negative, while on the remainder of the trajectory back to the

minimum ice mass point, it is positive. Where Hg < 0; there

is ice growth due to precipitation, which is a relatively slow

process. The saw tooth pattern is formed by the “slow”

growth followed by the “fast” melt, sharply produced by a

change in the sign of the argument of the step function,

UðHgÞ, in (18a). The maximum ice mass is reached before

the maximum temperature, but the maximum ice mass is

reached at a relatively high temperature. This result appears

not to conform to reality. The spectrum (not shown) is like a

typical nonlinear oscillator with the period of the fundamen-

tal spike being about 88kyrs and the other spikes of dimin-

ishing amplitude being integer multiples of the fundamental

frequency. Plots (not shown) of To vs. TL and To vs. as show

that both TL and as can be approximated as functions of To.

This demonstrates why we can state that the system can be

approximated with just the two dependent variables, ag and

To similar to one of the Saltzman models (Saltzman et al.,
1981).

It should be emphasized that we do not get oscillations

unless the effective emissivity (�e) decreases with increasing

temperature (To) (i.e., �T < 0) and the effective ocean albedo

(Ao) decreases with increasing glacier extent (ag) (i.e.,

Aa < 0). Since the amount of water vapor in the air increases

with temperature, it makes sense that �e would decrease with

increased temperature. However, why there might be an

effect of ag on Ao is not obvious. Would more ice have the

effect of decreasing water vapor, thus clouds, over the

ocean? And does decreasing clouds decrease the effective

albedo? For this model to produce oscillations, the answers

would seem to have to be yes.

Now let us include the Milankovitch forcing for the con-

ditions of Fig. 2. As shown in Fig. 2(c), the glacier and tem-

perature evolutions appear to be randomly periodic. The

phase diagram, Fig. 2(d), shows that the system is now mildly

chaotic and the spectrum (not shown) also shows chaos. This

is not unexpected. An autonomous two dependent variable

nonlinear system would not be chaotic. But the addition of

forced oscillations would introduce the possibility.

The chaotic behavior can be increased by changing

the parameters. For �T ¼ �0:008; �a ¼ 0:0; AT ¼ 0:0, and

Aa ¼ �0:33, we see that glacier and temperature evolutions,

Fig. 3(a), look more chaotic and the phase diagram, Fig.

3(b), really looks chaotic (the “moth” effect). The spectrum

(not shown) appears chaotic, but all the forcing frequencies

stand out, as compared to the spectra for the previous condi-

tions. Interestingly, if the external forcing is removed, the

FIG. 2. Results for the model for the

parameters �T ¼ �0:0094; �a ¼ 0, and

AT¼ 0, Aa ¼ �0:67: (a) and (c) The

evolution over 400kyrs of normalized

glacier extent (
ag

agi
) (solid and dots) and

normalized ocean temperature (To�273
Toi�273

)

(dashed) where (a) is without orbital

forcing and (c) with orbital forcing. (b)

and (d) Phase plot of ocean tempera-

ture (To) versus glacier extent (ag)

where (b) is without orbital forcing

and (d) is with orbital forcing. The tra-

jectories are counterclockwise (as

shown by the arrows) and the dots on

the trajectory are 100 years apart, so

that the “fast” dotted portion of the

cycle can be distinguished from the

“slow” solid portion.
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system is stable, non-oscillating. However, it is barely stable,

and the forcing knocks it out of this stability, an excitable

system as described by Crucifix (2012).

What we have done thus far is an analysis of what can

be called the original full model. We have alluded to the fact

that the temperature evolution does not seem to be realistic.

In the following section we will address this situation and

present a modification to rectify it.

V. A TRUNCATED MODEL AND DISCUSSION

As mentioned in previous section, To and Tl approxi-

mately correlate and the same goes for To and as. Also Tg is

constant and equal to Tm. Thus in a neighborhood of parame-

ter space, we can eliminate Tg, Tl; and as, leaving only To

and ag as dependent variables. We assume an approximate

linear fit with a positive slope for Tl vs. To and a linear fit

with a negative slope for as vs. To. The simpler system then

consists of essentially Eqs. 18(a) and 18(c).

The equation for the rate of change of the glacier (18a)

is especially revealing. If we rewrite (18a) in terms of the

time scale of glacier growth, sg ¼ agpdg=
_mgp

s C1

� �
, in the first

term, and the time scale of glacier melt,

sm ¼ dgLgagp=HgpC1, in the second term, we obtain

dag

dt
¼ 1

sg

Fwao

Fwpaop
� 1

sm

Hgagp

Hgpag
U Hgð Þ

� 	
ag; (20)

where agp; aop;Fwp; and Hgp are these quantities at nominal

conditions. For nominal values, sg is of order of 10kyrs and sm

is of order of 1kyrs. Thus, the growth of the glacier is much

less in magnitude than the melting of the glacier. However, the

melting term is zero when the net heat transfer to the glacier,

Hg; is negative. The ratio of sg to sm is large and we will see

that this is the large parameter for a relaxation oscillation.

More specifically, let us consider the following “boiled

down,” two-dependent variable model

dag

dt
¼ C1

dg
BFwag �

Hg

Lg
agU Hg


 �" #
; (21a)

dTo

dt
¼ C2

do
Ho ; (21b)

where

Hg ¼
Sc

4
1� Agð Þ 0:74ag

ba

bao

� �
� �erT4

m þ h To � Tmð Þ

and

Ho ¼
Sc

4
1� Aoð Þ 1� 0:74ag

ba

bao

� �
� �erT4

o

� hag To � Tmð Þ:

Here we have neglected the equations for as, Tl, Tg, and

assumed that ao ¼ 1, only one heat transfer coefficient, h, and

neglected the latent heat terms. We can show that the projec-

tion area, Ac, from (11) can be approximated as 0.74ag for

ag � 0:1. As before, the variables �e and Ao are given by (14)

and (15) and �ei and h are found from (21) at equilibrium.

The limit cycle for the typical solution for (21) is very

much like that of the original system. Figure 4 shows a typi-

cal limit cycle solution for (21) along with the nullclines for

conditions such that the natural period is about 70kyrs. The

FIG. 3. Results for the model for the

parameters �T ¼ �0:008; �a ¼ 0, AT

¼ 0, and Aa ¼ �0:33 with orbital forc-

ing. (a) Evolution over 500kyrs of nor-

malized glacier extent (
ag

agi
) (solid and

dots) and normalized ocean tempera-

ture (To�273
Toi�273

) (dashed). (b) Phase plot of

the ocean temperature (To) versus gla-

cier extent (ag). External forcing kicks

a stable solution into a chaotic unstable

flow.

FIG. 4. Typical limit cycle for ocean temperature (ToÞ versus glacier extent

(ag) for the truncated system [Eq. (21)] with no orbital forcing. The thick

solid line and big dots are the trajectory of the solution. The thin solid line is

the T-nullcline and the dashed line the a-nullcline. The trajectory spirals

counterclockwise out from the equilibrium to the limit cycle (as shown by

the arrows). The elapsed time between big dots is 100 years, so slower and

faster parts of the trajectory are distinct.
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solution trajectory, represented by the thicker solid line and

dots, spirals counterclockwise (as shown by the arrows) out

from the unstable focus to the limit cycle. The gap between

these dots represents 100 years. The a-nullcline (
dag

dt ¼ 0Þ is

represented by the dashes and the T-nullcline (dTo

dt ¼ 0Þ by

the thinner solid line. The intersection of these nullclines is

of course the equilibrium point. We see that
dag

dt changes sign

every time the trajectory crosses the a-nullcline and similarly

that dTo

dt changes sign when crossing the T-nullcline. If you

begin on the most rightward point on the trajectory on the

limit cycle, you are on the a-nullcline. Since on the right side

of Eq. (21), the right term (melting) is so much greater than

the left (growth), the a-nullcline is essentially where Hg

changes sign and is only weakly dependent on ag, approxi-

mated by the line To ¼ 24 �C. Since this most rightward

point is to the right of the T-nullcline where To must

increase, the trajectory moves into the region above the a-

nullcline where Hg> 0 and
dag

dt is strongly negative. The gla-

cier melts quickly (ag decreasing) with To continuing to

increase until the trajectory crosses the T-nullcline where dTo

dt

becomes negative. To then decreases and crosses the a-null-

cline where Hg becomes negative and the melting term is

turned off. Thus,
dag

dt is then very small and positive for all

points below the a-nullcline (the slow glacier growth due to

precipitation). The temperature continues to quickly decrease

with a little change in ag until the T-nullcline is encountered.

The trajectory is then constrained to follow closely just

below and to the right of the T-nullcline until it gets close to

the vertex of the T-nullcline where it must continue to bear

to the right because
dag

dt is still positive. We then return to the

a-nullcline completing one cycle. Thus, the trajectory shows

the characteristics of a relaxation oscillation with the ratio of

the growth times,
sg

sm
, being the large parameter.

As with the original model, the evolutions of the temper-

ature and glacier extent increase and decrease together. This

does not seem to correspond to the proxy data. We can more

easily investigate this problem with this simpler model, espe-

cially if we simplify it even more, by linearizing all the non-

linear coefficients such as T4
o and Fw about the equilibrium

point. Thus, we obtain the form:

dx

dt
¼ q1 aþ byð Þx=sg � �HgU �Hg


 �
=sm

� �
; (22a)

dy

dt
¼ q2 Ax2 þ Bxyþ Cy2 þ Dxþ Eyþ F

� �
; (22b)

where x ¼ ag=agi and y ¼ ðTo � 273Þ=ðToi � 273Þ, and
�Hg ¼ cx2 þ dyþ e: The parameters a, b, c, d, e, A, B, C, D,

E, F, q1, and q2 are functions of the original parameters. The

local stability at the equilibrium point can straightforwardly

be investigated showing bifurcations from saddle points and

stable and unstable spirals, but we will leave this to future

investigation. We are most interested in the global properties

of the limit cycle.

Equation (22b) shows that the T-nullcline is a conic

section which we see from Fig. 4 is the left branch of a

hyperbola with the axis essentially parallel to the ag-axis.

The slope of the lower branch of this hyperbola is positive

and, as long as this is so, To and ag will increase together

which we think is not realistic. So let us make this slope

negative by manipulating the constants A, B, C, D, and E in

the T-nullcline equation to rotate and translate the hyper-

bola to make this slope negative. This rotation is shown on

the phase plot in Fig. 5(a). Figure 5(b) for the evolution of

the temperature (dashed line) shows the kind of behavior

we think is realistic. However, this result is a mathematical

artifact (a nonphysically justified twist). This is somewhat

like the model of Crucifix (2011) where a simple van der

Pol oscillator is contorted to behave like the climate. The

question is can the original parameters of our model be cho-

sen in a realistic way to give this result? The answer seems

to be no.

So what is to be done? Let us reconsider our model of

the atmosphere, which in our case is the effective emissivity

(�eðag; ToÞ) and effective ocean albedo [Aoðag; ToÞ], which

come into the model through Eqs. (14) and (15). These equa-

tions are essentially the linear approximations about the

equilibrium of these unknown functions representing the

black box of the atmosphere. So let us go to a higher approx-

imation, the Taylor series to the second order about the equi-

librium point.

�e ag; Toð Þ ¼ �ee þ �T To � Toið Þ þ �a ag � agið Þ

þ 1

2!
�TT To � Toið Þ2 þ 2�aT To � Toið Þ
n

� ag � agið Þ þ �aa ag � agið Þ2g; (23)

FIG. 5. Truncated model with a non-

physical rotation of T-nullcline. (a)

Typical phase plot of the ocean tem-

perature (To) versus glacier extent (ag)

of the system of Eq. (22). The solution

trajectory is the big dots. The T-

nullcline is the thin line and the a-null-

cline is the dashed. (b) Evolution over

400kyrs of normalized glacier extent

(
ag

agi
) (solid and dots) and normalized

ocean temperature (To�273
Toi�273

) (dashed),

corresponding to (a), showing a more

realistic behavior for the temperature.
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Ao ag; Toð Þ ¼ Aoi þ AT To � Toið Þ þ Aa ag � agið Þ

þ 1

2!
ATT To � Toið Þ2 þ 2AaT To � Toið Þ
n

� ag � agið Þ þ Aaa ag � agið Þ2
o
; (24)

where now the partial derivatives evaluated at the equilib-

rium, �T ; �a, �TT, �aT , �aa; AT ; Aa; ATT ; AaT ; Aaa are free

parameters. Thus, though we do not explicitly have an atmo-

sphere in the model, we can shape the functions �eðag; ToÞ
and Aoðag; ToÞ which indirectly represent the atmosphere.

This does work. Figures 6(a) and 6(b) show the results

using (23) and (24) in the boiled down system (21) with

�T ¼ �0:01; Aa ¼ �2:1; �aT ¼ �0:16, Aaa ¼ �66:0, and the

rest of the partials zero. Figure 6(a) shows the rotated T-

nullcline that is desired and Fig. 6(b) shows that temperature

now behaves in the desired fashion. As we might expect, the

cross derivative �aT makes the difference. Thus, we have

shown that the atmosphere, as represented by the functions

(23) and (24), behaves nonlinearly as might be expected.

Now let us go back to the original full model [Eqs. (18)

and (19)] using Eqs. (23) and (24) instead of (14) and (15)

and including external forcing. Figures 7(a) and 7(b) show

that the original model with external forcing is also

made more realistic where in this case �T ¼ �0:01, Aa

¼ �2:1; �aT ¼ �0:16; Aaa ¼ �56:0, AaT ¼ �0:07 with the

rest of the partials zero. This is the most realistic result of

this model to date. Interestingly, one of the critiques of

Saltzman’s three variable model (Crucifix, 2012) is that the

interesting dynamics are in the equation for the carbon cycle

which is not well known. The carbon cycle equation repre-

sents the atmosphere in Saltzman’s model. Analogous to this

for our model is the dependence of the dynamics on the

black box atmosphere represented by the equations for ee

and Ao [Eqs. (23) and (24)]. In essence, we are building ini-

tially unknown nonlinear functions that represent the atmo-

sphere in our model. It is not surprising that initially using

linear functions would not be good enough.

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Though motivated as a modeling exercise, this rather

crude, lumped parameter system gives interesting results.

For values of the parameters near nominal, the unforced sys-

tem is very sensitive, yielding equilibrium, a big freeze, a

big melt, and steady oscillations with small changes in the

parameters. The data of the past million years are dominated

by oscillations so we are most interested in oscillating

results. Around a particular point in parameter space, the sys-

tem can be truncated down to just two dependent variables

FIG. 6. Truncated model of the system of Eq. (21) with a rotation of the T-nullcline that is physically justified, using Eqs. (23) and (24). The parameters are

�T ¼ �0:01; Aa ¼ �2:1, �aT ¼ �0:16; Aaa ¼ �66:0 and the rest of the partials zero. (a) The phase plot of the ocean temperature (To) versus glacier extent

(ag) showing the counterclockwise trajectory (solid line and big dots in the direction of the arrows). The T-nullcline is the thin line and the a-nullcline is the

dashed. (b) Evolution over 500kyrs of normalized glacier extent (
ag

agi
) (solid and dots) and normalized ocean temperature (To�273

Toi�273
) (dashed), corresponding to

(a), showing the behavior of the temperature which we want to see legitimately from the model.

FIG. 7. The original full model with

orbital forcing, where the parameters

from Eqs. (23) and (24) are �T ¼ �0:01;
Aa ¼�2:1; �aT ¼�0:16; Aaa ¼�56:0;
AaT ¼�0:07; and the rest of the partials

zero. (a) Typical phase plot of the ocean

temperature (To) versus glacier extent

(ag) where the trajectory is counterclock-

wise (in the direction of arrows). (b)

Evolution over 400kyrs of normalized

glacier extent (
ag

agi
) (solid and dots) and

normalized ocean temperature (To�273
Toi�273

)

(dashed), corresponding to (a). This is

probably the most realistic behavior of

the model.
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and still yields its basic response—a relaxation oscillation.

The key to getting oscillations is having the effective emis-

sivity decreasing with temperature and, at the same time, the

effective ocean albedo decreases with increasing glacier

extent. We get natural oscillations of periods of order of

100kyrs unrelated to the Milankovitch forcing. When the

forcing is applied, the system becomes chaotic.

The original model results are realistic for the ice mass

variation, but not for the temperature. However, we found

that by using a nonlinear modification of the functions (ee

and Ao) representing the effect of the atmosphere, we can

obtain results that are more consistent with reality. That this

effect has to be nonlinear is not surprising. A salient result is

that the model supports the plausibility that the 100kyr domi-

nant period is basically a natural period of the system. This

result supports the opinion of Saltzman (1990) that the domi-

nant 100kyr period is a result of nonlinear dynamics. Since

the system is chaotic, we might expect time spans when a

100kyr period is apparent and spans when it is not.

Much more can be done in investigating the relaxation

oscillation dynamics of the model. The uniqueness of this

model is its relative simplicity while yielding good results.

As such, the parameters are physically transparent. This

should make the model conducive to a marriage with a bio-

logical model investigating the effect of biota on albedo and

subsequently on the dynamics. This brings us back to the

spirit of “Daisyworld.”
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